
New Horizons:  Rewards of Time and Place 

 

The Ohio Arts Council has been awarding all-expense-paid residencies to fellowship 

artists since 1987, sending them to the Headlands Center for the Arts on northern 

California’s coast, Provincetown’s Fine Arts Work Center on the New England coast, and 

the Arts Center of South Florida in Miami.  The wondrous beauty of the sites, coupled 

with Ohio’s observable affinity for the beach (check the license plates next time you’re 

there), gives these residencies undeniable magnetism.  

 But the settings aren’t the real reward and the residencies aren’t vacations.  To a 

person, the artists identify time as the luxury.  Intense time.  Long, unbroken stretches of 

it.  Time away from distraction and interruption.  Time out for analysis and discovery.  

Time, most seductive of all, to work. 

Nonetheless, all three sites’ exhilarating novelty of horizon line, geography, flora, 

atmosphere, reflective light and water offer rich grist for several artists to set this 

exhibition’s stage.  Eight paintings from Douglas Unger’s ongoing Writers Series 

capture Provincetown writers-in-residence in animated conversation outside his studio as 

well as the crisp clarity of light particular to the setting.  Laura Sanders dips into the 

ocean’s range of watery effects from foamy crescendo (Wave with Child) to still pools 

nestled in rocks (Drain and Fill).  Her ability to transform paint into sheer, wet, liquid 

illusion is a triumph.  It may seem a radical jump to Laura Lisbon’s residual spray 

paintings but it was the Bay Area fog, “the way it lays on the mountains and the wind 

blows,” which prompted her to risk turning her whole process inside-out and let loose the 

once-confined, stencil-directed spray to settle like “a chance blanketing.”   The resulting 

images occupy the gallery’s farthest horizon line like fog itself—soft, seductive, 

mysterious and ephemeral.  

Linda Gall has been jarring our expectations for years, painting alien figures 

into familiar environments (or vice versa).  This time the residency did the jarring, 



thrusting Gall to the inside of the alien role she’d painted from the outside.  Compare 

Waiting for the Sixties: Miami Beach to her post-residency South Beach drawings to see 

the figures evaporate into hovering white spots dancing across the horizons of these 

beachscapes – still foreign, still incongruous but now alien in a non-human way, as if the 

camera of her memory could record the unseen and grant it light-filled friendliness. 

A funny thing happened to Todd Slaughter on his extended way to a residency.  

Each time this latter-day Thoreau retreated into a choice utopian wilderness, he found 

himself a bullet-dodging interloper caught between warring neighbors or a bewildered 

Alice in a politically extreme wonderland.  His response is a robustly sculptural series, 

simultaneously literal and symbolic, serious and hilarious.  Red Ridinghood [deer] Stand 

scans the horizon for carnivorous grandmothers while EMF Retreat #1, a head-shaped, 

copper-coated tent pitched with carbon fiber lines provides a “healthy and restful” escape 

from electromagnetic fields and other nuisance environments.    

 Before, during and after her residency, Julie Friedman voices ecological 

concerns in artist books and drawings.  Her dueling counterpoint of forms -- tree trunks 

and tapering branches versus utility poles and tangled electrical wires – is heightened by 

a graphic layering of black on white.  The residency’s gift of time may have boosted the 

leap to Untitled, where she has cut, literally, everything but the tree from a huge sheet of 

paper and trusted the shadows to generate the drama.    

Thom Shaw is so mesmerizing when he tells unvarnished truths that it can be 

awhile before we flinch.  He casts his spells at the intersection where strong emotion and 

honest drama collide with the brutality of a gouged-out woodcut.   Drawings from 

Shaw’s residency share the size, look and drama of his monumental woodcuts.  They 

have none of the background “noise,” his term for a woodcut’s distinctive background 

flecks, and the darks aren’t as black as printer’s ink, but if you flinch too soon, you’ll 

never know the difference.  



 Mary Jo Bole makes art to stare down death and, so far, the art is winning.  

Dead Flowers as Incendiary, a residency drawing, is the “light and wispy” precursor to a 

larger, bolder drawing that followed and then found further application as exquisite, drop-

dead detail in Family Portraits, Now and Then.  After a serendipitous sidestep into a 

dying funeral marker factory revealed its secrets to “keeping the impermanent 

permanent,” drawings and secrets reach full bloom in Wilted Flowers: Winifred’s Lilacs.  

  A mere glance across New Horizons certifies the expectation that 

accomplished artists will register unique responses to changes of time and place, even 

shared changes at similar times in the same places.  Three artists emerged from their 

coastal residencies with major additions to oeuvres long begun.  Over the five years 

bracketing his residency, Paul Emory applied loud color to everyday scenes, skewed 

the perspective and questioned which side of the cage holds the mischief.  His post-

residency Crib, however, releases a soft whiff of contentment that will be intriguing to 

follow forward.  Fiber artist Gerry Fogarty shut out South Beach to shut herself inside 

the “cool, pristine and windowless studio” where lack of distraction meant leap in 

production.  Three pieces here were made in Miami to continue work begun in Ohio.  The 

God’s Eye quilt came later but reverberates with tracks and patterns which parallel her 

strong residency work.  

The incomparably inventive Anthony Luensman can’t be fastened to any place 

-- Midwest, coastal, or interplanetary -- but the time of his art is today.  And tomorrow.  

Behold the 21st century artist-wizard with electronic genius up his sleeve.  Chain Rain 

spills vibrating patterns down long streams of pull chains, exciting the eye even before 

closer inspection activates a thunderstorm.  Luensman’s sophisticated playfulness 

beckons and bewitches the wide-eyed child in us all. 

The Ohio Arts Council spreads generous new horizons before the state’s best 

artists, making coastal ambassadors of the Ohio’s most valuable natural resource.  When 



they share their residency rewards with the rest of us, we spy a new horizon of our own: 

eleven artists and a state agency to treasure.  

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 


